
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau 

House of Commons 

Ottawa, ON 

K1A 0A6 

  



Dear Prime Minister Trudeau,  

I am writing to you today to express my complete objection to C21, and in 
particular Liberal amendment G4 which is essentially a ban on all semi auto 
rifles and shotguns commonly used by hunters and licensed gun owners 
across the country.  

Canadians were shocked at the underhanded way this was snuck into the bill 
in the 11th hour as an "amendment", circumventing any study or debate and 
evading democracy entirely.  

This amendment and hunting gun ban will solely impact the legal gun 
owning community and directly targets hunters instead of focusing on 
reducing actual crime, violence and gun smuggling.  

All this at a time when Canadians are already divided by the political 
polarization of the Liberal government.  

I'll remind you all that the Liberal government was wholly rejected by western 
Canada and reduced to a weakened minority during the last election.  

There is no mandate for this action and the political consequences of this 
attack will surely be felt in your riding. 



Minister of Public Safety, Marco Mendicino 

House of Commons 

Ottawa, ON 

K1A 0A6 

  



Dear Minister Mendicino,  

I am writing to you today to express my complete objection to C21, and in 
particular Liberal amendment G4 which is essentially a ban on all semi auto 
rifles and shotguns commonly used by hunters and licensed gun owners 
across the country.  

Canadians were shocked at the underhanded way this was snuck into the bill 
in the 11th hour as an "amendment", circumventing any study or debate and 
evading democracy entirely.  

This amendment and hunting gun ban will solely impact the legal gun 
owning community and directly targets hunters instead of focusing on 
reducing actual crime, violence and gun smuggling.  

All this at a time when Canadians are already divided by the political 
polarization of the Liberal government.  

I'll remind you all that the Liberal government was wholly rejected by western 
Canada and reduced to a weakened minority during the last election.  

There is no mandate for this action and the political consequences of this 
attack will surely be felt in your riding. 

  



NDP Public Safety Critic, Alastair MacGregor 

House of Commons 

Ottawa, ON 

K1A 0A6 

  



Dear Minister MacGregor,  

I am writing to you today to express my complete objection to C21, and in 
particular Liberal amendment G4 which is essentially a ban on all semi auto 
rifles and shotguns commonly used by hunters and licensed gun owners 
across the country.  

Canadians were shocked at the underhanded way this was snuck into the bill 
in the 11th hour as an "amendment", circumventing any study or debate and 
evading democracy entirely.  

This amendment and hunting gun ban will solely impact the legal gun 
owning community and directly targets hunters instead of focusing on 
reducing actual crime, violence and gun smuggling.  

All this at a time when Canadians are already divided by the political 
polarization of the Liberal government.  

I'll remind you all that the Liberal government was wholly rejected by western 
Canada and reduced to a weakened minority during the last election.  

There is no mandate for this action and the political consequences of this 
attack will surely be felt in your riding. 

  



BLOQ Public Safety Critic, Kristina Michaud 

House of Commons 

Ottawa, ON 

K1A 0A6 

 

  



Dear Minister Michaud,  

I am writing to you today to express my complete objection to C21, and in 
particular Liberal amendment G4 which is essentially a ban on all semi auto 
rifles and shotguns commonly used by hunters and licensed gun owners 
across the country.  

Canadians were shocked at the underhanded way this was snuck into the bill 
in the 11th hour as an "amendment", circumventing any study or debate and 
evading democracy entirely.  

This amendment and hunting gun ban will solely impact the legal gun 
owning community and directly targets hunters instead of focusing on 
reducing actual crime, violence and gun smuggling.  

All this at a time when Canadians are already divided by the political 
polarization of the Liberal government.  

I'll remind you all that the Liberal government was wholly rejected by western 
Canada and reduced to a weakened minority during the last election.  

There is no mandate for this action and the political consequences of this 
attack will surely be felt in your riding. 

  



Minister Niki Ashton 

House of Commons 

Ottawa, ON 

K1A 0A6 

  



Dear Minister Ashton,  

I am writing to you today to express my complete objection to C21, and in 
particular Liberal amendment G4 which is essentially a ban on all semi auto 
rifles and shotguns commonly used by hunters and licensed gun owners 
across the country.  

Canadians were shocked at the underhanded way this was snuck into the bill 
in the 11th hour as an "amendment", circumventing any study or debate and 
evading democracy entirely.  

This amendment and hunting gun ban will solely impact the legal gun 
owning community and directly targets hunters instead of focusing on 
reducing actual crime, violence and gun smuggling.  

All this at a time when Canadians are already divided by the political 
polarization of the Liberal government.  

I'll remind you all that the Liberal government was wholly rejected by western 
Canada and reduced to a weakened minority during the last election.  

There is no mandate for this action and the political consequences of this 
attack will surely be felt in your riding. 

 

  



Minister Daniel Blaikie 

House of Commons 

Ottawa, ON 

K1A 0A6 

  



Dear Minister Blaikie,  

I am writing to you today to express my complete objection to C21, and in 
particular Liberal amendment G4 which is essentially a ban on all semi auto 
rifles and shotguns commonly used by hunters and licensed gun owners 
across the country.  

Canadians were shocked at the underhanded way this was snuck into the bill 
in the 11th hour as an "amendment", circumventing any study or debate and 
evading democracy entirely.  

This amendment and hunting gun ban will solely impact the legal gun 
owning community and directly targets hunters instead of focusing on 
reducing actual crime, violence and gun smuggling.  

All this at a time when Canadians are already divided by the political 
polarization of the Liberal government.  

I'll remind you all that the Liberal government was wholly rejected by western 
Canada and reduced to a weakened minority during the last election.  

There is no mandate for this action and the political consequences of this 
attack will surely be felt in your riding. 

  



Hon. Minister Jim Carr 

House of Commons 

Ottawa, ON 

K1A 0A6 

  



Dear Minister Carr,  

I am writing to you today to express my complete objection to C21, and in 
particular Liberal amendment G4 which is essentially a ban on all semi auto 
rifles and shotguns commonly used by hunters and licensed gun owners 
across the country.  

Canadians were shocked at the underhanded way this was snuck into the bill 
in the 11th hour as an "amendment", circumventing any study or debate and 
evading democracy entirely.  

This amendment and hunting gun ban will solely impact the legal gun 
owning community and directly targets hunters instead of focusing on 
reducing actual crime, violence and gun smuggling.  

All this at a time when Canadians are already divided by the political 
polarization of the Liberal government.  

I'll remind you all that the Liberal government was wholly rejected by western 
Canada and reduced to a weakened minority during the last election.  

There is no mandate for this action and the political consequences of this 
attack will surely be felt in your riding. 

  



Minister Terry Duguid 

House of Commons 

Ottawa, ON 

K1A 0A6 

  



Dear Minister Duguid,  

I am writing to you today to express my complete objection to C21, and in 
particular Liberal amendment G4 which is essentially a ban on all semi auto 
rifles and shotguns commonly used by hunters and licensed gun owners 
across the country.  

Canadians were shocked at the underhanded way this was snuck into the bill 
in the 11th hour as an "amendment", circumventing any study or debate and 
evading democracy entirely.  

This amendment and hunting gun ban will solely impact the legal gun 
owning community and directly targets hunters instead of focusing on 
reducing actual crime, violence and gun smuggling.  

All this at a time when Canadians are already divided by the political 
polarization of the Liberal government.  

I'll remind you all that the Liberal government was wholly rejected by western 
Canada and reduced to a weakened minority during the last election.  

There is no mandate for this action and the political consequences of this 
attack will surely be felt in your riding. 

  



Minister Leah Gazan 

House of Commons 

Ottawa, ON 

K1A 0A6 

  



Dear Minister Gazan,  

I am writing to you today to express my complete objection to C21, and in 
particular Liberal amendment G4 which is essentially a ban on all semi auto 
rifles and shotguns commonly used by hunters and licensed gun owners 
across the country.  

Canadians were shocked at the underhanded way this was snuck into the bill 
in the 11th hour as an "amendment", circumventing any study or debate and 
evading democracy entirely.  

This amendment and hunting gun ban will solely impact the legal gun 
owning community and directly targets hunters instead of focusing on 
reducing actual crime, violence and gun smuggling.  

All this at a time when Canadians are already divided by the political 
polarization of the Liberal government.  

I'll remind you all that the Liberal government was wholly rejected by western 
Canada and reduced to a weakened minority during the last election.  

There is no mandate for this action and the political consequences of this 
attack will surely be felt in your riding. 

  



Minister Kevin Lamoureux 

House of Commons 

Ottawa, ON 

K1A 0A6 

  



Dear Minister Lamoureux,  

I am writing to you today to express my complete objection to C21, and in 
particular Liberal amendment G4 which is essentially a ban on all semi auto 
rifles and shotguns commonly used by hunters and licensed gun owners 
across the country.  

Canadians were shocked at the underhanded way this was snuck into the bill 
in the 11th hour as an "amendment", circumventing any study or debate and 
evading democracy entirely.  

This amendment and hunting gun ban will solely impact the legal gun 
owning community and directly targets hunters instead of focusing on 
reducing actual crime, violence and gun smuggling.  

All this at a time when Canadians are already divided by the political 
polarization of the Liberal government.  

I'll remind you all that the Liberal government was wholly rejected by western 
Canada and reduced to a weakened minority during the last election.  

There is no mandate for this action and the political consequences of this 
attack will surely be felt in your riding. 

  



Hon. Minister Dan Vandal 

House of Commons 

Ottawa, ON 

K1A 0A6 

  



Dear Minister Vandal,  

I am writing to you today to express my complete objection to C21, and in 
particular Liberal amendment G4 which is essentially a ban on all semi auto 
rifles and shotguns commonly used by hunters and licensed gun owners 
across the country.  

Canadians were shocked at the underhanded way this was snuck into the bill 
in the 11th hour as an "amendment", circumventing any study or debate and 
evading democracy entirely.  

This amendment and hunting gun ban will solely impact the legal gun 
owning community and directly targets hunters instead of focusing on 
reducing actual crime, violence and gun smuggling.  

All this at a time when Canadians are already divided by the political 
polarization of the Liberal government.  

I'll remind you all that the Liberal government was wholly rejected by western 
Canada and reduced to a weakened minority during the last election.  

There is no mandate for this action and the political consequences of this 
attack will surely be felt in your riding. 


